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The large-capacity housing of the YH-5000SE comfortably yet snugly 

envelops the ear, and features ample internal acoustic volume for perfect 

operation of the ultra-thin film diaphragm, with the open-back design 

creating ideal airflow to prevent sound reflections inside the rear cavity, 

and eliminate undesirable resonance at the back of the diaphragm. 

Moreover, we’ve adopted a newly developed, Japanese-made, rolled plain 

Dutch weave stainless steel filter for controlling internal air pressure. 

Manufactured under strict air permeability control, this filter is crucial to 

the sound field expression that we aimed for with the YH-5000SE. As a 

result, these headphones brilliantly recreate both the vast sound field of 

the concert hall and the packed density of a small club, including the 

atmosphere of the venue—providing an incredibly immersive experience 

as if the artist was performing right in front of you.

 

In order to achieve optimal wearing comfort, we’ve given the YH-5000SE a 

lightweight magnesium housing frame that results in the body weighing 

just 320 grams and fitted it with a two-layer headband that evenly 

distributes the load on the head and optimizes lateral pressure, and have 

included a stepless slider for fine adjustment. In addition, it features an 

inclined swivel mechanism that smoothly stabilizes surface pressure by 

tilting the rotation axis of the swivel and providing a range of vertical 

mobility. The result is a snug fit to the head and ears that is comfortable 

even when wearing all day and gives the user the optimum wearing 

performance for total immersion in the music.
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A comfortable fit is absolutely essential to enable listeners to immerse 

themselves in the sound, especially when listening for extended periods of 

time. To make sure users can do so with their own preferences, we’ve 

included two different types of earpads with the YH-5000SE: leather and 

suede. The leather type combines highly flexible perforated synthetic 

leather on the outer periphery with well-ventilated mesh on the inner 

circumference to achieve a finely contoured sound image and a clear 

sound field. The suede type utilizes Toray Ultrasuede®, a luxurious yet 

highly functional non-woven material with a suede texture, for its use not 

only in fashion and interior design—providing a supple enveloping fit and 

superbly soft, warm sound. Moreover, we’ve included two different 

detachable cables for even greater flexibility and enjoyment of the 

difference in sound. The core of the cable is comprised of silver-coated 

OFC wiring, enabling remarkably natural sonic and spatial expansiveness.  

* The name Ultrasuede® is a registered trademark of Toray Industries, Inc. 

 

 

From the manufacturing of the driver to the exceptionally high build 

quality of the entire assembly, the YH-5000SE is carefully hand-produced 

by skilled craftsmen at a dedicated Japanese factory that handles our 

flagship models of grand pianos and audio components. In addition, it has 

a functionally gorgeous design in which all non-essential aspects have 

been stripped away and employs high-grade materials used in aerospace 

applications, for the utmost in quality and texture. In addition, each YH-

5000SE package comes with a full range of high-quality accessories, 

including a dedicated headphone stand machined out of solid aluminium, 

that perfectly showcases this flagship model, and makes the time spent 

with music even more precious.  
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